
 
 

Outreach Committee Minutes 
Monday, April 1, 2024 

Noon-1:30pm 

 
 

1. Welcome and introduction 

2. Outreach and Coordinated Entry data review 

 

 
This chart does not include Dairy Drive. Including it raises the CLS Count. 

 



Once changes to Coordinated Entry are implemented, this chart will no longer be relevant.  

 

3. Updates and Announcements 

• Street Outreach in-person HMIS training: 4/8 (Mon) noon-1:30pm, UW - South 

Madison Partnership Center at Villager Mall (2238 South Park St.) Room 120 → No case 

conferencing meeting! 

• Case Conferencing structure update  

o 1st Monday of the month is this committee 

o 2nd and 4th Mondays are case conferencing meetings, limited to those on the 

Coordinated Entry ROI 

o Will now use HMIS report instead of the google doc, report request can be 

made, hope to use time more efficiently 

• Reimagine CE update 

o Want to provide a summary of changes that will be coming, will be asking some 

outreach and shelter staff to join the next phase of implementation which 

involves writing policies and procedures, setting workflow, etc.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Many details will be worked out in the next phase of implementation. There are 

many new things that are being added and we do not know what the impact will be. 

We will need to evaluate as we go to see the impact.  



Tier 1 provides more points to people who are accessing shelter AND street 

outreach services (related to history of homelessness).  

Program supervisors will be contacted to invite folks to attend Phase 3 – 

Implementation Planning meetings.  

 

4. Walk-on item 

a. Torrie reminded attendees to complete survey to prioritize tasks for unsheltered plan – 

gave 3 minutes for folks to work on the survey. 

b. VA is planning for aging population. We are seeing new referrals with an increased need 

of additional supports. How are people making health care links? Is there protocol when 

you notice increased cognitive issues?  

i. Many providers are having these questions. County Housing Staff recently 

presented to ADRC and it appears there are areas where we can be more 

collaborative. Folks can send questions/experiences to Melissa Mennig.  

ii. Been struggling with this at Dairy Drive. We do the things that Nancy 

commented on, but there is such turnover in staff at iCare so they are struggling 

to. They also do not have places to send folks to. It’s hard to know if our folks 

are being dismissed due to substance use and mental health issues.  

iii. Have struggled to get folks connected with ADRC, last 4 referrals have been 

denied, people do get denied due to residency issues, NewBridge can be really 

helpful, but some staff are overwhelmed by homelessness……they currently 

have a waiting list. Medical side can be difficult. There is some testing to do to 

show cognitive decline, can be very hard to show someone needs guardianship 

(it’s a big deal to take someone’s rights), can take months to get into specialists 

and people fall through the cracks, wait times at the hospital are getting longer, 

someone currently in the hospital for two months waiting for nursing home 

placement, our folks tend to age faster than the general population, may not 

meet age requirements, but physically are older, Torrie meets with DHS 

regularly and brings this up regularly,  

 

Next meeting: Monday, May 6, 2024 Noon-1:30pm 

 

 


